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ABSTRACT

The UKIDSS Galactic Plane Survey (GPS) is one of the five near infrared Public
Legacy Surveys that are being undertaken by the UKIDSS consortium, using the Wide
Field Camera on the United Kingdom Infrared Telescope. It is surveying 1868 deg2

of the northern and equatorial Galactic plane at Galactic latitudes −5◦ < b < 5◦ in
the J, H and K filters and a ∼ 300 deg2 area of the Taurus-Auriga-Perseus molecular
cloud complex in these three filters and the 2.12 µm (1-0) H2 filter. It will provide
data on ∼ 3 × 109 sources and will therefore be the largest Galactic database for the
foreseeable future. Here we describe the properties of the existing 530 deg2 dataset
available in UKIDSS DR2 and provide a user’s guide for its exploitation. We also
present brief Demonstration Science results from DR2 and from the Science Verifica-
tion programme. These results illustrate how GPS data will frequently be combined
with data taken in other wavebands to produce scientific results. The Demonstration
Science includes studies of (i) M17; (ii) the ρ Ophiuchi dark cloud; (iii) X-ray sources
in the Galactic Centre; (iv) external galaxies in the zone of avoidance; (v) IPHAS-
GPS optical-infrared spectrophotometric typing; and (vi) GPS-GLIMPSE near/mid-
infrared characterisation of star formation regions.

Key words: survey; methods: data analysis; stars: formation; (stars:) circumstellar
matter; Galaxy: stellar content

1 INTRODUCTION

The United Kingdom Infrared Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS)
is a suite of five public surveys with varying depth and area
coverage which began in May 2005 and are expected to con-
tinue until 2012. These surveys all use the Wide Field Cam-
era (WFCAM) on the United Kingdom Infrared Telescope
(UKIRT). The design and the principal aims of the five

UKIDSS surveys are described by Lawrence et al. (2007),
along with a brief example of data from each survey. The
data are reduced in Cambridge, England using a dedicated
software pipeline (Irwin et al., in prep) and are then trans-
ferred to the WFCAM Science Archive (hereafter the WSA,
Hambly et al., in prep) in Edinburgh. There, the data in the
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different passbands are merged and ingested into a sophis-
ticated SQL database.

The UKIDSS data are released as SQL databases at in-
tervals of six months to a year. The area coverage and data
quality of these releases are described by Dye et al.(2006,
the Early Data Release), Warren et al.(2007, the First Data
Release) and Warren et al.(2007, the Second Data Release
(non-refereed).) In addition, the pipeline processed images
and their associated FITS binary source catalogues for indi-
vidual passbands are released in smaller batches on a faster
timescale, but with no quality control. The UKIDSS data
are presently public to all professional astronomers in any
ESO member state. World access to the various data releases
will begin shortly, starting 18 months after each data release
to ESO. Users can obtain a WSA account through their lo-
cal Community Administrator at their home institution. If
the institution has no UKIDSS community then they should
contact “wsa-support@roe.ac.uk” via email.

The aim of this paper is to provide a guide to the GPS
database in the WSA. We describe the proprties of the data
in detail, illustrating useage of the WSA tools and giving ex-
amples of how to combine GPS data with data from other
wavebands for maximum scientific benefit. This should be
regarded as essential reading for those wishing to exploit the
data. The authors include the GPS implementation group,
members of WSA staff and members of the Cambridge As-
tronomical Survey Unit (CASU) which reduces the data.
Some of the information provided here is available in the
several publications mentioned above but much of it is not.
We aim to bring together the main GPS-specific aspects
of the WSA in one publication. We note that neither the
pipeline nor the WSA were designed explicitly for the GPS
but rather for the UKIDSS surveys as a whole. Some com-
promises were made to produce an efficient database in a
reasonable period of time and we describe their effects here.

The paper is structured as follows. In §2 we summarize
the survey design, including recent changes from the original
plan described by Lawrence et al. In §3 we show how to use
the parameters available in the GPS database to best effect
and describe the strengths and weaknesses of the data that
are presently available in DR2. In §4 we describe the prop-
erties of the GPS dataset (depth and stellar populations) as
a function of Galactic location and source confusion. In §5
we present some brief Demonstration Science results from
the Science Verification programme and from DR2 that are
designed to illustrate the variety of uses of GPS data, in
combination with data from other wavebands.

2 SUMMARY OF GPS STRATEGY, AREA

AND INTEGRATION TIME

The GPS is designed to cover the entire northern and equa-
torial Galactic plane that is accessible to UKIRT in a 10
degree wide band around the sky. There is also a narrower
southern extension to the Galactic Centre and a 300 deg2

survey of the Taurus-Auriga-Perseus (TAP) molecular cloud
complex, which lies off the plane and follows the contours of
the 13CO gas mapped by Ungerechts & Thaddeus (1986). In
Galactic coordinates, the in-plane region is: 141 < l < 230,
−5 < b < 5; 15 < l < 107, −5 < b < 5; and −2 < l < 15,
−2 < b < 2. The section of the plane at l=107 to 141 is not

covered because it lies north of Dec=+60◦, a region of the
sky that UKIRT cannot reach due to fundamental features
of the telescope design.

The total on-source integration times are 80s, 80s and
40s in the J, H and K bandpasses respectively. Data in the
three filters are generally collected within an interval of 20
minutes for any point on the sky, in order to minimise the
effects of any photometric variability on source colours and
derived extinction. Exceptions can occur (beginning in DR2)
when data which failed quality control in only 1 or 2 filters
were repeated in only those filters. In these cases there will
always be at least 2 near contemporaneous fluxes which can
be used to estimate intrinsic source colours and extinction.

The survey depth is spatially variable owing to source
confusion in the more crowded parts of the plane (see §4.x).
Hence, in many regions of the plane the GPS represents
the deepest survey possible for ground based, seeing limited
observations.

The sky coverage in the various data releases so far is de-
scribed in the references given in §1. We note that the most
recent release, DR2, is the first to include a sufficiently large
area of three band data to be useful for large scale Galac-
tic studies. In particular, DR2 covers 50% of the Spitzer
GLIMPSE and GLIMPSE-II mid-IR survey regions at lon-
gitudes −2 < l < 70, −1 < b < 1.

2.1 Cuts to the GPS Programme

The original GPS design also included two additional epochs
of data in the K band only, which were intended to pro-
vide a long time baseline for proper motions and to de-
tect high amplitude variable stars. Following a review of
the UKIDSS project in early 2007, further progress on these
K-only scans of the survey area have been deferred until at
least 2010. Some 500 deg2 of the plane have already been
observed in the K-only mode during conditions of thin cir-
rus cloud (avoiding regions which have been observed in the
main three band survey). It remains very possible that one of
the full K-only scans will be completed within the seven year
timeframe that was originally planned for UKIDSS (2005-
2012). It should be noted that all UKIDSS photometry is
calibrated using the numerous 2MASS sources in every field
(see §3.3; Hewett et al.2006; Irwin et al., in prep), so there is
only a very small loss of photometric precision (at the mil-
limagnitude level) even when observing through thin cirrus.
The main JHK survey is observed in photometric conditions
however, in part to ensure maximum depth.

The TAP molecular cloud component of the survey also
includes observations in the 2.12 µm (1-0) S(1) H2 filter. It
was originally planned to observe this 300 deg2 region three
times: once in the J, H, K and H2 filters and twice more in
the K and H2 filters, in order to measure the velocities and
accelerations of protostellar jets. However this part of the
survey was cancelled in the 2007 review of UKIDSS, at which
point ∼150 deg2 of the region had been observed. Details will
be provided in a future UKIDSS paper on the DR3 release.
Nonetheless, the remainder of the TAP region will observed
in the Z, Y, J, H and K filters as part of the ongoing UKIDSS
Galactic Clusters Survey, which included the same region. It
is hoped that the full TAP region will ultimately be observed
at least once with WFCAM at 2.12 µm.
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3 GUIDE TO THE WFCAM SCIENCE

ARCHIVE FOR GPS SCIENCE

3.1 Fundamentals of the GPS data, archive

structure and useage

In this guide to the GPS we do not assume that the reader
has previously used the WSA, nor that he has any knowl-
edge of SQL (the Structured Query Language which is used
to construct and interrogate the WSA). This guide is not
exhaustive, partly because there is extensive documentation
at the WSA and CASU websites and partly for reason of
brevity.

3.1.1 Pawprints and Multiframes: the basic unit of data

WFCAM has four spatially separated 2048× 2048 HAWAII
2 infrared array detectors laid out in a 2 × 2 square pat-
tern. Each array covers a 13.65 arcminute field of view and
the gaps between them are 12.83 arcmin, or 94% of a detec-
tor width. A single observation therefore covers a partially
filled area of sky known as a Multiframe (in WSA par-
lance) or a pawprint (in UKIRT parlance). In the GPS,
a series of 4 pawprints with offsets of 13.24 arcmin in RA
and Dec is used to produced a filled tile with an area of
0.75 deg2. The Multiframe (not the tile) is the fundamental
unit around which the WSA is designed. Every Multiframe
has a reference number in the WSA. By contrast, the tiles
are not catalogued. The WFCAM arrays are always oriented
approximately north-south (to within ∼ 1◦, so the GPS tiles
the Plane in strips of constant Declination, always slightly
overfilling the desired Galactic latitude boundaries with ar-
ray corners and edges.

The term Multiframe is also applied to a coadded se-
quence of observations which include spatial offsets of a few
arcsec to aid removal of bad pixels and fully sample the
spatial resolution of the telescope. Every pipeline processed
pawprint image is stored in the WSA as a multiframe (both
individual integrations and a coadded series of observations).
However, only the coadded images have associated source
catalogues.

3.1.2 GPS observation sequence

All GPS data are taken with a 2 × 2 “microstepping” se-
quence in order to fully sample the spatial resolution of the
telescope, which is frequently < 2 pixels Full Width Half
Maximum, i.e. < 0.8 arcsec. The microsteps used in the GPS
are spatial shifts of 4.6 arcsec, which is approximately 11.5
pixels (depending on telescope focus and the location within
the focal plane). This “N+0.5” microstepping allows the four
separate images to be interleaved in order to produce im-
ages with a 0.2 arcsec pixel scale. After going through the
microsteps, the telescope is then moved through 3.2 arcsec
(8 pixels) in RA and/or Dec before repeating the microstep
sequence. This jitter procedure provides independent pix-
els to aid the removal of any transient bad pixels that were
not included in the bad pixel mask. The number of jitters
changed between the EDR and DR1, but is now settled at
four jitters for J and H band data, and two jitters for K
band and H2 data.

3.1.3 GPS images in the WSA

The multiframe images are stored as FITS images with a
header unit and four image extensions, one for each spa-
tially separated array. There are three main types of reduced
GPS multiframe image. (1) Individual integrations, which
are listed as normal multiframes and have a pixel scale of
0.4 arcsec. (2) Interleaved images, listed as leav multiframes,
which are formed from four images taken in the microstep-
ping sequence and have a 0.2 arcsec pixel scale. (3) Final
coadded images (also with a 0.2 arcsec pixel scale) that are
formed by coadding two or more interleaved images and are
listed as leavstack multiframes in the WSA. For most pur-
poses GPS users will only need to use the leavstack multi-
frames.

The user can make a list of the GPS multiframe images
for download, and view high quality jpeg preview images,
by selecting “Archive Listing” at the top level of the WSA
and then selecting the GPS from the Programme drop down
menu. The user will normally use the most recent UKIDSS
release by default (presently “UKIDSSDR2PLUS”), but
there are also options to use either the earlier releases (which
are a subset of the most recent release but can be searched
slightly more quickly) or “WSA” in order to include images
which failed quality control but may still be useful for some
scientific purposes. The three types of reduced science im-
age described above will be returned if the user uses the de-
fault settings of “object” in the Observation Type drop down
menu and “all” in the Frame Type drop down menu. If the
latter menu is set to “stack” then only “leavstack” images
will be returned. The desired images can be then selected
by date, by filter and by Equatorial coordinates (FK5 sys-
tem, defined by a rectangular box). Two additional types of
GPS image are the H2-K difference images provided in DR2
for the off-plane TAP region and Confidence images, which
exist for all leav and leavstack images and can be used to
check for defects in the data. Confidence images will only be
returned if the Observation Type is changed from “object”
to “confidence”. Pixels in the Confidence images have a me-
dian value of 100. Lower values correspond to either reduced
sensitivity measured in the flat fields, hot pixels detected in
the darks or saturated pixels. Other images types from the
reduction process, such as Sky images and Dark images can
also be obtained with the appropriate setting of the Obser-
vation Type. Sky images are generally constructed using a
sequence of frames taken throughout the night. These may
be useful in order to assess the quality of the background
subtraction in Galactic plane regions with bright nebulos-
ity.

N.B. The coordinates returned by the Archive Listing
for a multiframe are those of the centre of the WFCAM
focal plane, which lies between the four spatially separated
arrays and is therefore a region with no data! Hence if the
full array image nearest a particular location is desired, it is
necessary to either use the Image tools described below to
find the Mulitframe number or else search for all images
in a box 0.8◦ wide, centred on the target location, to find
the desired one.

More user friendly image access is provided by the
“GetImage”, “MultiGetimage” and Region Search tools at
the top level of the WSA. The “GetImage” tool allows the
user to find and download cut-out images in all available
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filters, centred on the desired Galactic or Equatorial coordi-
nates. The image size is limited by the user-specified dimen-
sions or by the boundaries of the 13.6 arcminute array field
of view. There may be more than one image in each filter if
the coordinates lie in the small overlap region at the edge of
an array, or if the field has been observed more than once
(though the latter should not occur until UKIDSS DR4 for
the GPS.) The “MultiGetimage” tool is similar but it al-
lows a large number of images to be downloaded in a single
filter, each centred around a list of Equatorial coordinates
provided by the user. The Region Search is described below.

3.1.4 GPS catalogues

A list of FITS binary source catalogues associated with in-
dividual coadded multiframe images (leavstacks) is provided
along with the image lists described above in an Archive
Listing. They may be viewed with freely available software
such as TOPCAT or FV (FitsViewer). These catalogues
contain only single filter data and source fluxes are given in
data numbers (normalised to the exposure time of individ-
ual integrations) rather than magnitudes. The catalogues in-
clude the aperture corrections, and the FITS image headers
include the photometric zero points and integration times,
so it is straightforward to calculate magnitudes or to con-
duct additional photometry, eg. on very faint sources which
may have been missed by the source detection algorithm and
are therefore not in the SQL tables described below. N.B.
the FITS binary catalogues have less precise R.A. and Dec
coordinates than the SQL source catalogues described be-
low, owing to a limitation on the number of data bits which
corresponds to a precision of ∼0.36 arcsec. Details of the
columns in the FITS binary catalogues (which provide ad-
ditional information relevant to the SQL source catalogues)
are available from the CASU website (Irwin et al.2007) and
in Irwin et al.(in prep).

Most users will wish to use the SQL source catalogues
to search for astronomical objects. gpsSource is the most
commonly used catalogue. It is the merged catalogue con-
taining most of the important data for all sources detected
in at least one of the J, H and K passbands. The pairing
scheme starts with the shortest available wavelength (usu-
ally J band) and searches for counterparts in the H band
and then the K band that are located < 1 arcsec from the
J band detection. Sources are only merged as a single en-
try in gpsSource if each is the closest match to the other
at all wavelengths. The other main table, gpsDetection,
contains all the information for all sources detected in every
passband but with no association between detections of the
same object in different filters. While gpsSource is more
convenient to use, the caveats are: (i) that it includes only
a subset of the photometric aperture sizes available in gps-

Detection or the FITS binary catalogues; and (ii) that in
future releases (DR3 onward) most of the extragalactic flux
extimates such as Petrosian magnitude will be removed. The
details of how to write an SQL query to extract these miss-
ing attributes from the gpsDetection table are given in the
“SQL Cookbook” at the top level of the WSA.

The available columns or “attributes” in each table are
seen when conducting a Menu Query (see below), which op-
tionally provides a one line description of each attribute.
We recommend that the user reads the more detailed en-

tries for the gpsSource and gpsDetection parameters in
the Schema Browser (accessible from the WSA top level)
under “WSA UKIDSS” and then “Tables”.

The GPS SQL catalogues can be searched using the Re-
gion Search, the Menu Query (recommended for new users)
or the Freeform SQL page, all of which are accessible from
the top level of the WSA. When using these tools, users
of the DR2 release and subsequent releases have an op-
tion (in the drop down menu of tables) to view a subset
of gpsSource which includes only areas which are com-
plete in all three filters. This can slightly improve search
speeds where the desired area is known to be complete (eg.
from an Archive Listing). If previous data releases are being
searched, the user can similarly search a dataset with full fil-
ter coverage by selecting eg. the DR1 database, as opposed
to the larger DR1PLUS database.

The simplest way to search gpsSource table is with the
Region Search. This enables a simple search of a circular area
around the desired Equatorial or Galactic coodinates and it
returns all information in the table for every object therein.
In addition, the sources listed can be clicked on to provide
jpeg and FITS format cut-out images around their location,
in all available filters (similar to the GetImage results).

More flexible and sophisticated queries can be made
with the Menu Query or a FreeForm SQL query. Menu
Queries are constructed by clicking boxes. They return only
the desired attributes and restrict their values (eg. magni-
tudes, colours, coordinates etc.) in order to refine a search.
This is especially important for the GPS because a maxi-
mum of only 15 million data entries can be returned in a
single query (eg. 1.5 million sources with 10 data attributes
each), which can quickly be exceeded when searching more
than a square degree in crowded fields. The gpsSource at-
tributes that are highlighted in the Menu Query list have
their own indices in the table, which means that searches
based on these parameters will proceed much more rapidly
than those which do not. Hence searches based on eg. spec-
ified coordinates (Equatorial or Galactic) and a range of
magnitudes will proceed rapidly if the preferred photomet-
ric aperture (AperMag3, see below) is used, but will take
much longer if a different aperture size is used. Again, this
is a serious issue since the size of the GPS catalogues means
that searches can often time out (the maximum duration
is presently 80 minutes) when searches are based on non-
highlighted attributes. Merely including non-highlighted at-
tributes among the data to be returned (as opposed to spec-
ifying a range of values) does not cause this problem.

FreeForm SQL queries can perform the same tasks as
a Menu Query and also manipulate the data returned from
the table or operate on two or more tables (eg. GPS data
and Spitzer GLIMPSE data) to produce more complicated
outputs. Menu Queries are transformed into ascii format
SQL queries before processing. A useful feature of the WSA
is that this SQL query can be viewed using the “Show and
Edit SQL” button during a Menu Query. This enables the
user to learn to perform basic FreeForm SQL queries with no
prior nowledge of the language. The SQL Cookbook provides
further training.
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3.1.5 Simultaneous multi-aperture fitting photometry and
AperMag3

The WFCAM pipeline performs aperture photometry, as op-
posed to profile fitting photometry. However, any overlap-
ping apertures are simultaneously fitted and the fluxes in
areas of overlap are assigned to each target in proportion
to the total flux within each aperture. This generally pro-
duces good photometry even in the crowded GPS fields (see
§3.2), though there will be cases where the photometry is
imperfect, such as faint sources on the wings of a bright or
saturated star. We note that profile fitting photometry may
be included in the final processing of all UKIDSS data when
the survey is finished, but tests with an algorithm designed
for the irregular image profiles often generated by ground
based microstepped data have shown no significant gain in
precision.

Photometry is output for a series of circular apertures
whose diameters have a ratio of

√
2. The smallest aperture,

Apermag1, has a diameter of 1 arcsec. The default aper-
ture that is used for GPS point source colours is Apermag3,
which has a diameter of 2 arcsec. Only Apermag3, Aper-
mag4 and Apermag6 and the much larger Hallmag aper-
ture are available in gpsSource in the existing data re-
leases (though all apertures are available in gpsDetection.
We recommend that Apermag3 is used for all GPS science
unless there is good reason to desire a smaller or larger aper-
ture. For future UKIDSS releases it is planned to change the
available apertures in gpsSource to Apermag2, Apermag3
and Apermag4, with the rationale that the slightly smaller
aperture may be useful in the most crowded fields and the
slightly larger aperture may yield more precise photometry
in the off-plane TAP region, where relatively poor seeing is
accepted.

3.1.6 Limitations and unusual features of the GPS data

Here we describe some peculiar features of the GPS data
which the user may notice but whose origin may not be
immediately obvious.

• In many images the profiles of stars in the leav and
leavstack images may appear to be slightly “speckled” with
departures from the smooth monotonic image profiles usu-
ally seen in astronomical data. This is due to the changes in
the natural seeing during the microstepping procedure re-
ferred to above, which can cause adjacent rows and columns
to show significant differences in flux. Comparison of fields
with and without this effect have shown that it has no sig-
nificant effect on photometric precision.

• Electronic cross talk between adjacent array read out
channels causes the appearance of spurious sources located
at multiples of 128 pixels (51.2 arcsec) away from all bright
stars along the axis of array readout (which is oriented differ-
ently for each quadrant of an array). This is a general feature
of Hawaii 2 arrays that is most serious for pixels which are
close to saturation (> 30000) DN in the WSA images. More
recent versions of the WFCAM reduction pipeline (applied
to data with 2006 observation dates which were included
in DR2) include a cross-talk removal procedure which has
reduced the problem. Hovewer, the procedure is imperfect
so some artifacts remain. This is particularly so in regions

with spatially variable background, where a flaw in the pro-
cedure actually generated additional cross talk artifacts that
do not always lie 128N pixels from a bright star. (This error
caused some images to removed from DR2, including several
H band images near the Galactic Centre. The error will be
fixed for future releases and the lost images will be recov-
ered). The archive also addresses the problem from the DR2
release onward, but in the catalogues rather than the images.
Possible cross talk artifacts are flagged in the data given in
the ppErrbits columns in gpsSource and gpsDetection.
This identifies almost all cross talk artifacts at 128N pixels
a bright star by using the 2MASS Point Source Catalogue
(? check this with Nigel ). Usage of the ppErrbits flags to
remove suspect data is decribed in §3.2.

The brighter artifacts can be seen to be spurious since
they have positive counts on one side of the profile and neg-
ative counts on the other (relative to the sky level). This
is because the cross talk artifacts are produced as the Nth
spatial derivative of the profile of the bright star that gen-
erated them, in the readout direction, where N is the rel-
evant multiple of 128 pixels. Fainter stars can sometimes
produce artifacts which look more like real stars (and gen-
erally have similar colours). It is advisable to guard against
this by checking the images for bright stars near objects
of interest. Over-saturated stars produce larger, obviously
non-stellar artifacts with a ring-like structure.

• Saturated stars have >∼ 35000 counts in leavstack im-
ages, but the centre of an oversaturated star has a lower
count level (often below the sky background). This is an-
other general feature of data from Hawaii 2 arrays. Satu-
rated stars exist in most GPS fields. They are usually in-
cluded in the source catalogues but the fluxes given are
not meaningful. Again, the ppErrbits column in the cat-
alogues can be used to efficiently remove these bad data.
Heavily oversaturated stars cause multiple spurious detec-
tions in each filter (and in gpsSource), since the saturated
region is larger than the size of the stellar image profile used
by the pipeline source detection algorithm. These are often
listed in the archive as resolved sources rather than stars
(mergedclass=+1).

• The photometric errors given in magnitudes and colours
are only notional errors based on source counts in the aper-
tures, the FWHM of the image and the background flux
level. A plot of errors vs. magnitude yields a smooth curve
for any given field. The WSA is similar to the 2MASS Point
Source Catalogue in this respect. Errors specific to individ-
ual sources, eg. bad pixels and the presence of adjacent stars
or cross talk artifacts, are not included in the error budget.
Hence users should always inspect the image data (and per-
haps also the Confidence Images to be sure that the error in
a particular source is not underestimated.

• Nebulosity can also lead to photometric errors, since the
sky background is evaluated with a relatively coarse grid in
each field. More seriously, the source detection algorithm
fails in regions of very bright nebulosity, since the nebula
is interpreted as a single extended source. At present this
effect has been seen only in parts of the M17 star formation
region (see § x.x) which is one of the largest regions of bright
nebulosity in the sky. In such regions, it is necessary for the
user to do their own photometry (see §x.x)
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3.2 Optimising the results of GPS catalogue

searches

Here we present three different choices of catalogue param-
eters that are likely to be useful to generate different types
of source list, ranging from a complete but unreliable selec-
tion of the stellar sources in a region to a highly reliable but
seriously incomplete selection.

Generating a complete list of unique Galactic sources
is a little more complicated than simply returning all
sources in a region of the sky. This is for two reasons. (1)
gpsSource contains sources classified as “noise”, via the
attribute “mergedClass =0”, in addition to the more nu-
merous real sources which are variously classified as stars
(mergedClass =−1), probable stars (mergedClass =−2),
galaxies (mergedClass=+1) and probable galaxies (merged-
Class =−3), on the basis of the image profile. We recom-
mend that sources classified as noise be excluded from GPS
searches, since most of them are not real sources, and they
would inflate the star counts in any given field by ∼10%.
In general this will lead to a more accurate star count in
any given field than a search on all types of source, at the
price of excluding only a very small number of real sources.
By contrast, it is necessary to include galaxies and proba-
ble galaxies in a complete search, since most of these are
marginally resolved pairs of stars which have been mis-
classified in gpsSource. (2) Sources located in the regions
of overlap between different arrays in a WFCAM tile are du-
plicated in the WSA. These duplicates can be identified and
removed using the PriOrSec attribute, which describes Pri-
mary or Secondary detections (see Hambly et al., in prep).
This consideration also affects ∼ 10% of sources.

An illustrative SQL query to return a selection of
useful attributes for the complete list of real unique sources
located near l = 31, b = 0 is given below. Comment lines in
the query begin with “/*” and end with “*/”.

select sourceID, ra, dec, l, b, jmhPnt,
jmhPntErr, hmk 1Pnt, hmk 1PntErr, mergedClass,
pStar, jAperMag3, jAperMag3Err, hAperMag3,
hAperMag3Err, k 1AperMag3, k 1AperMag3Err from
gpsSource
where l between 30.9 and 31.1
and b between -0.1 and 0.1
/* Exclude detections classified as noise*/
and mergedClass != 0
/* Exclude multiple detections of the same
source /*
and (PriOrSec=0 or PriOrSec=framesetID)

It should be noted that this query must be typed or
copied into the Freeform SQL interface, since the last line
cannot be entered with the simple mathematical operators
available in the Menu Query interface. The two colour dia-
gram for the complete search at these coordinates is shown
in Figure 1(a).

It is frequently desirable to restrict the sample to
sources with small photometric errors, in order to iden-
tify the main stellar populations more easily in two colour
and colour magnitude diagrams. A restricted search can be
done entirely with the WSA but since the user will of-
ten wish to vary the search parameters while investigat-

ing the data it is often preferable to download the results
of a complete search and then alter the parameters in-
teractively. This can be done by loading the data into a
suitable software package. We strongly recommend TOP-
CAT, a user friendly software package designed to manip-
ulate and display data tables written in a variety of Vitual
Observatory and text formats.1TOPCAT is available from
www.starlink.ac.uk/topcat.

The following SQL query returns all the parameters
needed to construct a more reliable but less complete
photometric sample:

select sourceID, ra, dec, l, b, jmhPnt,
jmhPntErr, hmk 1Pnt, hmk 1PntErr, mergedClass,
pStar, jAperMag3, jAperMag3Err, jEll, jppEr-
rBits, jXi, jEta, hAperMag3, hAperMag3Err,
hEll, hppErrBits, hXi, hEta, k 1AperMag3,
k 1AperMag3Err, k 1Ell, k 1ppErrBits, k 1Xi,
k 1Eta from gpsSource
where l between 30.9 and 31.1
and b between -0.1 and 0.1
/* Exclude noise detections */ and merged-
Class != 0
/* Exclude multiple detections of the same
source /*
and (PriOrSec=0 or PriOrSec=framesetID)

Figure 1(b) is the two colour diagram for the subset
of this download with errors < 0.05 mag on each axis, i.e.
|jmhPntErr| < 0.05 and |hmk 1PntErr| < 0.05. The
majority of the sources are located in a band running from
the lower left to the upper right, caused by the reddening
of the main sequence and giant star populations. However,
a large number of photometric outliers are apparent and
some sources lie outside the boundaries of the plot. A
smaller subsample with better photometry and > 50%
completeness can be selected with the following additional
cuts:

pstar > 0.99 && jppErrbits < 256 && hppErrbits
< 256 && k 1ppErrbits < 256

Here ’&&’ is the logical operator ’AND’ written in
TOPCAT format. (We note that column numbers can be
used in TOPCAT instead of parameter names for
brevity). The “pstar” parameter is the WSA esti-
mate of the probability that the source is a star,
as opposed to a galaxy, or noise. In practice this
selection mainly removes close stellar pairs which
are resolved in only one or two of the three pass-
bands. The “ppErrbits” parameters in each wave-
band can be used to identify sources which are ei-
ther cross talk artifacts (see x.x.x) or stars with
less reliable photometry due to saturation, de-
blending, bad pixels or location at the extreme
edge of the detector. We note that the alter-
native “psat” parameter for saturation probabil-
ity is not functional at present in the WSA. The
corresponding plot in Figure 1(c) is much cleaner:

1
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most of the unresolved stellar pairs have been re-
moved by the pstar selection and numerous satu-
rated stars and their associated spurious multiple
detections have been removed by the ppErrbits se-
lection. In this case the completeness of the sample
is 72%, relative to Figure 1(b). The vertical sepa-
ration between the reddened populations of dwarfs
and giant is now readily apparent at (J-H)>1.75.
The giants have ∼0.25 mag larger (J-H) colours
than dwarfs due to the effect of their low surface
gravities on H− opacity.

A sample with still more reliable photometry,
but with lower completeness, can be selected as
follows:

pstar > 0.99 && jppErrbits < 256 && hppErrbits
< 256 && k 1ppErrbits < 256 &&
sqrt(hXi2 + hEta2)<0.3 && sqrt(k 1Xi2 +
k 1Eta2)<0.3 && jEll<0.2 && hEll<0.2 &&
k 1Ell<0.2

The completeness of this selection is also typically >

50% in the less crowded parts of the GPS but is usually
only 25-50% for fields near the mid-plane in the first quad-
rant. The ’Ell’ parameters give the ellipticity, which can be
used to remove unresolved stellar pairs in a similar manner
to pstar. The ’Xi’ and Eta’ parameters are the distances in
arcseconds of each detection from the shortest wavelength
detection, in RA and Dec respectively. The maximum pair
matching radius is 1 arcsec for the GPS, but since the typi-
cal separation of genuine matches is <∼ 0.2 arcsec, these pa-
rameters can also be used to eliminate unresolved binaries
and other false matches. Figure 1(d) shows the correspond-
ing plot, which is now only 34% complete relative to Figure
1(b). Only a few sources with poor photometry now remain.

4 PROPERTIES OF THE DATA AS A

FUNCTION OF GALACTIC COORDINATES

In this section we present magnitude histograms, colour
magnitude diagrams and two colour diagrams for represen-
tative fields throughout the survey region. We discuss the
survey depth as a function of Galactic coordinates and then
briefly describe the nature of the main stellar populations
that are detected. We then compare the data with the pre-
dictions of the Besançon Galactic stellar population model.

Figure 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 shows the results for 12 GPS
fields. The fields at l <90◦ are square boxes that are 0.2
degrees on a side in l and b. The fields at l >90◦ are square
boxes that are 0.5 degrees on a side in l and b, in order to
provide similar sized samples to reveal the nature of the pop-
ulations in these less crowded regions. All fields include data
from at least 2 separate WFCAM pawprints and usually
more. Any errors in global photometric calibration would
add to the scatter in these plots. However the quality of the
2MASS-based photometric calibration is such that we see no
obvious increase in scatter compared to data from individual
WFCAM arrays.

4.1 Survey sensitivity and the effect of source

confusion

Figure 2 shows the magnitude histograms. Visual inspec-
tion of the images shows that the fields at l >90◦ have less
source confusion than the other fields and source confusion
is insignificant for the two fields near l=170◦. The corre-
sponding histograms represent the maximum intrinsic depth
of the survey. We see that the modal depths in uncrowded
fields are approximately K=17.75 to 18.0, H=18.5 to 18.75,
J=19.4 to 19.65. The variation is due to the variable see-
ing, sky brightness, thermal background and atmospheric
transparency during the survey. By visually extrapolating
the histograms and assuming that the decline at faint mag-
nitudes is entirely due to limited sensitivity we estimate that
the typical 90% completeness limits in uncrowded fields are
located at K=18.0, H=18.75, J=19.5, with uncertainties of
about 0.2 magnitudes. Individual fields in the outer galaxy
should always be within 0.3 magnitudes of these typical val-
ues, since only a modest range of observing conditions (see-
ing and transparency) is permitted. We do not attempt a
more precise quantification of the mode and spread of the
sensitivity at this stage since there is limited data for the
outer Galaxy in DR2, and the sensitivity in future data
releases is likely to change slightly. The seeing conditions
for observations at l >107◦ were relaxed from 0.8 arcsec to
1.0 arcsec from February 2007 in order to speed the survey
progress.

It is clear that the survey is much less sensitive near
the Galactic centre than in uncrowded fields. However the
90% completeness limits and modal magnitudes are usally
degraded by no more than 1 magnitude in fields at l >30◦,
even in the mid-plane at b=0◦.

The effects of extinction on the histograms are apparent
in the change in the relative numbers of J, H and K band de-
tections in different parts of the Galaxy. The K band source
density is highest in the fields at l <30◦. At l >30◦ the H
band source density is higher (at least for the fields at |b|¡1◦

for which multi-band data presently exist). The source den-
sity in the J band becomes comparable to the H band at
l >90◦. N.B. the overdensity of sources in the H band at
l=171 appears to be due to multiple detections in the over-
lap regions, which will have to be fixed when the PriOrSec
bug is fixed.

4.2 Stellar populations

The two colour diagrams and colour magnitude diagrams in
Figures 3-6 allow us to clearly identify the main stellar popu-
lations detected in the GPS. They can also be used to detect
changes in extinction as a function of distance along differ-
ent lines of sight. The two colour diagrams all show samples
selected using the least complete, most reliable selection de-
scribed in section 3, with errors <0.05 mag in the colours
on each axis, in order to distinguish the closely spaced stel-
lar populations. Including fainter sources with less precise
photometry simply increases the scatter in the diagrams,
as shown in Figure 1(a), and extends the dwarf and giant
sequences to slightly higher reddening values at the upper
right.

By contrast, the colour magnitude diagrams show all
the three band detections within the chosen axis ranges.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1. (J-H) vs (H-K) two colour diagrams for a 0.04 deg2 area at (l, b)=(31,0) illustrate the trade off between completeness and
reliability. (a) Complete selection of 51780 sources, excluding only “noise” sources. (b) Selection of the 8183 sources with errors <0.05

mag in each colour. (c) Selection of 5914 sources with colour errors <0.05 mag and more reliable photometry. (d) Selection of 2787
sources with colour errors <0.05 mag and the most reliable photometry.

Sources with more reliable photometry are shown in black,
while sources with less precise photometry are shown in blue
(appearing as a lighter shade in the paper version of the jour-
nal). Sources are put in the “less precise” selection if they
fail to satisfy any of the following criteria. (1) Photomet-
ric uncertainties <0.2 mag in the two bands used in each
diagram. The corresponding less precise sources are faint
objects lying in a group at the bottom of each diagram. (2)
pperrbits<256. Most sources failing this criterion do so
because they are flagged as close to saturation, and there-
fore lie in a group at the top of each diagram. Inpsection of
the diagrams shows that they nonetheless often play a vital
role in defining the different stellar populations, indicating
that the errors in their photometry need not be extreme.
(3) pstar>0.9. Sources only fail this criterion if they ap-
pear significantly non-stellar in at least one of the three
passbands, usually because they are part of a marginally
resolved stellar pair. Such sources are evenly spread among
the sources with more reliable photometry.

The colour magnitude diagrams all show at least two
principal sequences of stars, corresponding to luminosity
class V dwarfs at the left of the diagrams and class III gi-
ants to the right. The majority of the giants are K2III giants,
known as red clump giants. These occupy a sharp and well
defined peak in the absolute magnitude function of Class III
giants and are therefore a useful tracer of stellar distance,
extinction and population density, eg. Lopez-Corredoira et
al.(2001). As noted in section 3.2, the two colour diagrams
also allow us to distinguish the dwarfs from the giants in
most cases, since the giants lie 0.25-0.3 mag above the dwarfs
in (J-H).

The two colour diagrams show an obvious trend of de-
creasing extinction with increasing Galactic longtide and
latitude. The plot for (l,b)=(171.1, 4.75) shows a field with
negligible reddening. Nearly all the sources in this diagram
are dwarfs, according to the Besançon model. The densest
cluster of sources near (J-H)=0.4 are F types. In the ad-
jacent plot for (l,b)=173.65,0.65), we see that the F types
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have moved up to (J-H)=0.5, owing to the significant extinc-
tion present in the mid-plane toward these relatively distant
sources (1 to 6 kpc). By contrast the K and M type dwarfs
with (J-H)=0.6 to 0.7 lie in the same place in both diagrams,
owing to the absence of significant extinction toward these
nearer and intrinsically fainter sources (<3 kpc).

I have work to do to uderstand the various stellar se-
quences. The colour mag plots for near the Galactic Cen-
tre at (l,b)=(-0.3,0) show three populations. The Besançon
models confirm my interpretation that these are disc dwarfs
(left sequence), disc red clump giants of types K1III to K2III
(faint middle sequence) and Bulge giants (the big population
on the right hand side, which covers the full range of giant
spectral types apparently). By contrast the two populations
seen in the colour mag diagrams for the outer Galaxy seem
to be both mostly dwarfs according to Besançon (left hand
sequence being F-G types and right hand sequence being K-
M types). This surprises me, since I had thought they were
simply dwarfs and giants respectively.

5 DEMONSTRATION SCIENCE

References

Irwin M., 2007, on-line,
www.ast.cam.ac.uk/vdfs/docs/catalogues.pdf
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(l,b)=(-0.3,0) (l,b)=(15,0)

(l,b)=(15,1) (l,b)=(31,0)

(l,b)=(31,1) (l,b)=(55,0)

(l,b)=(55,1) (l,b)=(98.4,0)

(l,b)=(98.4,1) (l,b)=(98.4,-1)

(l,b)=(171.1,4.75) (l,b)=(173.65,0.65)

Figure 2. Magnitude histograms in a selection of GPS fields. Thick lines: K band; medium lines: H band; thin lines: J band.
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Figure 3.
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Figure 4.
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Figure 5.
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Figure 6.
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